
2017 LWOW ORIGINAL + LWOW X PROJECTS OF WORTH
PROJECT DESCRIPTION COMMERCIAL PRESENTATION
Breach: Breaching walls since 2017! Breach is a corporate espionage-themed computer game that solves cybersecurity woes through 
experiential learning. Users adopt the mindset of a spy or hacker and play as an agent who works for a company that is looking to gain a 
competitive advantage through cyberattacks. 

Click here Click here

ClaimAs: Claim Assist Service: Let AS handle the claim! Claim Assist Service provides airlines with a more efficient and streamlined 
process to handle customers' lost baggage claims.

Click here Click here

Clear Loan: The future of financial services is clear. Clear Loan is a training tool for borrowers and an analytics tool for banks that helps: 
1) reduce consumer complaints raised against banks through educating the consumer; and 2) enables banks to provide standardised 
evidence of compliance related to borrower complaints' raised during the lending process.

Click here Click here

Collaboro: The help you need, when you need it. Collaboro is a portal connecting London's immigration lawyers, enabling them to share 
knowledge, resources, and experience.

Click here Click here

Consortio: Create an idea, click to join, collaborate to make a difference. Consortio is an online crowdsourcing platform driven by 
innovative legal service providers and their employees that aims to foster the innovation of and collaboration on access to justice projects.

Click here Click here

Creative Licence: Write away, the right way. Creative Licence is a user-friendly, AI-based solution that gives marketeers instant feedback 
on high risk words and phrases as they type. It’s like having a lawyer, a compliance officer and a brand guardian in the room with your 
marketeers, giving them tips as they type.

Click here Click here

Cybird: The wings your child needs for cyberbullying awareness. Cybird is a fun, interactive and engaging game for children that creates 
cyberbullying awareness.

Click here Click here

Hayven: Your business' link to cybersecurity. Hayven is an online marketplace that enables SMEs to find, compare and procure cost-
effective cybersecurity services from trusted vendors.

Click here Click here

Hello Amibot: Your online bandaid. Amibot is a Facebook Messenger Chatbot who provides LGBTQ+ high school kids with resources, 
comfort, and support after they are cyberbullied.

Click here Click here

HeyMate: Connecting people to law. Connecting community. HeyMate connects refugees with legal professionals and organisations 
through informative events in the public arena.

Click here Click here

HHelpers: Climbing up together. HHelpers is a platform for young adult hidden homeless in LA that provides them with strong and during 
relationships that help them change for the better and combat the hardships and psychological trauma by providing connections to 
lawyers and law students.

Click here Click here

Inlet: Lawyer up before you land. Inlet is a platform to pre-emptively submit personal information necessary for a petition against wrongful 
detention, and automatically connecting it to a lawyer upon detention to kick-start the petition.

Click here Click here

Ithaca: Offer your hand. Ithaca is a not-for-profit web app which seeks to overcome the difficulties faced by refugees in obtaining legal 
assistance. Ithaca connects refugees with lawyers based upon expertise and needs whilst also providing a platform for the storage and 
access of legal information and documentation. (ithacaconnect.org)

Click here Click here

LAVA.io: Bringing visual flow to legal arguments. LAVA.io provides visualization software that creates clear, engaging, visual agreements 
for legal service providers, thereby increasing customers' understanding of the terms, obligations, and ramifications of legal agreements.

Click here Click here

LEA: Leave it to LEA, your Legal Expertise Aggregator. LEA is an app that helps declutter lawyers' lives by aggregating and curating all 
your relevant legal news and industry updates in one place.

Click here Click here

LexiOwl: Global legal answers, 24/7. LexiOwl is an interactive chat bot enabling members of an international legal network to get: 1) 
answers to frequently asked substantive legal questions; and 2) referrals to the fittest attorneys in foreign jurisdictions.

Click here Click here

Looper: Keeping legal and business in the loop. Looper is a post-signing contract lifecycle platform for modern businesses and legal 
departments. Using AI capability to analyse contracts, Looper presents key obligations, dates and information in an intuitive way. By using 
Looper, in-house legal and business departments will be able to find and monitor their contracts proactively, improving communication and 
integration between the two. 

Click here Click here

https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9adbb41c19e3c4f4/breach-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/189ad8b31e1ee2c190/2017-lwow-o-pow-breach
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9adbb41c19e3cc94/claimas-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9ad8b31e1ee3cd94/2017-lwow-o-pow-claimas
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89adbb41c19e2cc60/clear-loan-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a09ad8b31e1ee1c428/2017-lwow-o-pow-clear-loan
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9adbb41d10e9c6f4/collaboro-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9ad8b31910ebc4f4/2017-lwow-x-pow-collaboro
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89adbb41d11eccb60/consortio-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31e1ee2c65c/2017-lwow-o-pow-consortio
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/189adbb51819e2c590/creative-license-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709ad8b31e1ee2c3f8/2017-lwow-o-pow-creative-license
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89adbb41d10e3c560/cybird-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/489ad8b31e1ee7c0c0/2017-lwow-o-pow-lwow-x-winner-cybird
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9adbb41d11e2c494/hayven-commerical
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/489ad8b31e1ee0c7c0/2017-lwow-o-pow-hayven
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9adbb41d10ebcc94/amibot-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31910e2cf5c/2017-lwow-x-pow-amibot
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/489adbb41d10efc1c0/hey-mate-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9ad8b21818e4cb94/2017-lwow-x-pow-heymate
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9adbb41d10e8c7f4/hhelpers-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/489ad8b31b1de2c3c0/2017-lwow-x-pow-hhelpers
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9adbb41d11ebc5f4/inlet-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b3191fe6c45c/2017-lwow-x-pow-inlet
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709adbb41d11e2cbf8/ithaca-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31e1ee1c55c/2017-lwow-o-pow-ithaca
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9adbb41c19e3c0c4/lava-io-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31e1ee0c45c/2017-lwow-o-pow-lava-io
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9adbb41d11edc7c4/lea-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a09ad8b31e1ee0c528/2017-lwow-o-pow-lea
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49adbb41c19e3c65c/lexiowl-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9ad8b31e1ee1cf94/2017-lwow-o-pow-lexiowl
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9adbb41c19e2c1c4/looper-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9ad8b31e1ee0c2c4/2017-lwow-o-pow-looper
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Mikey: Your personal contract assistant. Mikey is an internal chatbot system that is designed to answer contract based questions for 
companies with in-house legal teams that helps to reduce time constraints upon legal teams while ensuring a company is still able to get 
answers.

Click here Click here

OrGo: The science to mentorship that helps you grow. OrGo is an app that helps law students and lawyer mentors create meaningful 
mentorship relationships. OrGo matches students and mentors based on threads of commonality and chosen levels of engagement.

Click here Click here

Plea Negotiator: Knowledge. Leverage. Awareness. Plea Negotiator is a web platform that utilizes Amazon machine learning to 
holistically evaluate plea bargains and empowers defense attorneys with the knowledge of what plea deals similarly situated defendants 
have accepted, thereby creating leverage in the plea bargaining process and awareness of inequitable plea resolutions.

Click here Click here

PleaPrimer: Bridging the knowledge gap between public defenders and first-time offenders. Plea primer is a web-based app that helps 
first time misdemeanor defendants understand the plea process, ramifications of the plea, and general plea information tailored to the 
circumstances of their case so they are prepared in advance to meet their public defender for the first time.

Click here Click here

Recruit+: A blindfold for bias, a must for diversity. Recruit+ is a hiring tool designed to increase diversity and overcome the obstacle of 
cognitive bias in the hiring process by blinding sensitive information contained in CVs.  

Click here Click here

Settle: Legal solutions to refugee integration. Free, online, and on demand. Settle is Australia’s first free virtual legal services platform for 
refugees that connects those granted a permanent right to stay in Australia with on-demand, pro-bono lawyers to help them overcome 
obstacles to integration.

Click here Click here

ShelterMe!: Legal advice and support for those about to lose their home. Shelter Me! provides those at risk of losing their home with 
guidance on obtaining alternative housing.

Click here Click here

Spoticase: A case in point, a point in case. Spoticase is an online, student-focused index of court cases in the public domain. Each case 
is annotated by students, professors, or attorneys with text, diagrams, and videos. These crowdsourced annotations help students better 
comprehend what they are reading while they are reading it.

Click here Click here

TagMail: Tag it, search it, find it. TagMail is an enterprise email plug-in software for large and rapidly growing companies that provides an 
easy and intuitive solution to improve the efficiency of legal departments by capturing and preserving valuable corporate knowledge 
contained in emails.

Click here Click here

https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a09adbb41c19e3c728/mikey-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89ad8b31e1ee1ce60/2017-lwow-o-pow-mikey
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709adbb51819e2c7f8/orgo-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9ad8b31e1ee1c3c4/2017-lwow-o-pow-orgo
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/189adbb41d10e9c390/plea-negotiator-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a09ad8b2181de3c228/2017-lwow-x-pow-plea-negotiator
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a09adbb41d10eec228/plea-primer-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31b1de4c65c/2017-lwow-x-pow-plea-primer
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/4c9adbb41d11ecc6c4/recruit-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89ad8b31e1ee3cc60/2017-lwow-o-pow-recruit
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/1c9adbb41d10e9ce94/settle-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709ad8b31b13edc4f8/2017-lwow-x-pow-settle
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709adbb41d10ebc3f8/shelter-me-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/d49ad8b31b12e9c45c/lwow-x-shelter-me-mp4
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/709adbb41c19e3c3f8/spoticase-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/7c9ad8b31e1ee2c4f4/2017-lwow-o-pow-spoticase
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/a49adbb41c19e2c32c/tagmail-commercial
https://lwowlive.vids.io/videos/e89ad8b31e1ee2cd60/2017-lwow-o-pow-tagmail

